
8 mm Camera 

He Rex 
with variable shutter 



H8 Rex 
The new Bolex H 8 Rex camera is designed to 
offer the 8 mm film maker all the filming possi
bilities up to now limited to the larger film sizes. 
With this extremely versatile camera, all profes
sional effects can be produced such as fades, 
lap dissolves, double exposures, slow motion 
and accelerated motion shots, animation, titling, 
time lapse sequences, macro- and microcinema
tography, zooms and all kinds of trick effects. 
This is the camera the ambitious movie amateurs 
rely on, and is the ideal tool for other applica
tions where 8 mm is used more and more, such 
as training films, research, wedding and indus
trial filming. The H 8 Rex is a truly universal 
camera. 

The 8 mm camera 
with the professional features 

A maximum 
of extraordinary features 
in the H8 Rex 
The H 8 Rex has all these features important 
for amateur and professional filming: Reflex 
viewing and focusing through the taking lens 
while filming, variable shutter, new optical 
equipment, automatic threading, spool ejector, 
continuous filming speeds from 12 to 64 fps, 
instantaneous and time single frame exposures, 
unlimited film rewind, automatic footage count
er, audible scene length signal, frame counter, 
registration claw, shaft for electric motor drive, 
adapter shoe for exposure meter, plus the qua
lity and accuracy which assure reliable perform
ance and faultless results. 

In addition, the H 8 Rex is the only 8 mm camera 
in the world that takes 100-foot rolls of 8 mm 
film with a running time equivalent to a 400-foot 
roll on a 16 mm camera . 

Size: 8 'I.' x 6" x 3 '/4". 
Weight : 5 ' f, Ibs . (without lenses). 

Two other H 8 models are available: 
Model H 8 Deluxe without variable shutter and 
Reflex viewing. Full frame ground-glass focus
ing with eye level focus before filming and 
octameter viewfinder for lenses up to 75 mm 
focal length. 

Model H 8 T without variable shutter and Reflex 
viewing . Full frame ground-glass focusing with 
eyecup before filming and preview finder for 
lenses up to 36 mm focal length. 
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ACCESSORIES 
Bolex unimotor 
The unimotor is easily attached 
to camera and permits contin
uous filming of a full 1 DO-foot 
roll of film. Instant start and 
stop eliminates blank and over
exposed frames. Runs on bat
teries or house current by 
means of Bolex transformer. 

Other accessories 
Tripod, monopod, hand grips, 
camera base, cable releases, 
underwater housing, titier, car
rying cases. Available later: 
matte box, automatic release. 

INTERNATIONAL SERVICE 

Palliard Is backed by a world-wide organization that 
can offer service facilities almost everywhere. Only 
Paillard-Bolex distributors are qualified for check
Ing, adjusting, or maintaining your equipment: they 
have at their service specialized technicians, most 
of whom have been trained at the Palliard factories 
In Switzerland. 

PAILLARD INC., 100 SIXTH AV., NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 

PAILLARD S. A. SAINTE-CROIX (SWITZERLAND) 

Paillard reserves the r·jght to change without prior notice the charac
teristics of the camera described in this leaflet. 
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